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Despite much progress in the past decade, about one third of the world’s population still has no regular access to essential medicines. Many of the most neglected people live in sub-Saharan Africa, but another billion live in emerging economies that have widening gaps between rapidly growing middle classes and poor people who live on less than a dollar a day. Such people face...
many barriers to obtaining necessary medications. Lack of research may mean that medications for their conditions simply do not exist — for instance, safe medicines for sleeping sickness or heat-stable insulin for treating diabetes in tropical climates. Medicines that do exist may be too expensive, may be unavailable in their country, or may not reach them in time. The products may not be of assured quality, safety, and efficacy or may be formulated in unsuitable ways — for instance, there are hardly any fixed-dose combination syrups of antiretroviral medicines for children with the acquired immunodeficiency syndrome. The responsibility for resolving these problems lies with many actors, one of which is the pharmaceutical industry.

Since 2008, an independent initiative called the Access to Medicine Index has been ranking the world’s 20 largest research-based pharmaceutical companies according to their efforts to make their products more available, affordable, and accessible in developing countries. Its methods grew out of discussions among global health experts, investors, and Big Pharma itself. The index, which is
published every 2 years, aims to stimulate companies to do more by offering them insight into each other’s policies and practices for improving access to medicines. And there seems to have been some movement in response: in 2012, for example, Johnson & Johnson rose from ninth to second position on the index. This rapid rise was due to progress on many different fronts, including the establishment of a global pharmaceutical access committee, board-level ownership, a robust performance-management system, a large portfolio of products for developing countries, tiered pricing for all relevant products, and excellent transparency.

The index focuses on what companies do to bring medicines, vaccines, diagnostic tests, and other health technologies to people in 93 low-income and lower-middle-income countries, plus 10 upper-middle-income countries with large within-country disparities in development, such as Algeria, China, Jordan, South Africa, and Thailand. Companies’ rankings take into account drugs for a number of specific diseases, including the 10 communicable diseases and 10 noncommunicable diseases that account for the highest disease burden in developing countries, 14 neglected tropical diseases, and a range of maternal and neonatal conditions.

The ranking is made on the basis of information reported by the companies, cross-checked with other sources, and peer reviewed by experts. The index uses a framework that evaluates company commitments and activities on 101 indicators, divided into seven technical areas: overall organization and management of access programs (10% of the score); conduct of relationships with policymakers, competitors, customers, and the public (10%); research and development aimed at relevant products (20%); pricing policies and distribution (25%); patent and licensing policies (15%); capability advancement in developing countries (10%); and product donation and philanthropic activities (10%).

Within each of these technical areas, four important aspects of action are measured: level of commitment by the company (25%); transparency about its policies and activities (25%); actual activities and performance (40%); and the innovative nature of the activities (10%). The index focuses on commitments and activities in the relevant countries during the previous 2 years (which explains why, for example, the marketing activities of GlaxoSmithKline a decade ago in the United States were not included in the 2012 assessment).

The 2012 rankings are shown in the graph. GlaxoSmithKline remains at the top of the league, with the highest scores in most technical areas. However, it achieved that ranking by a narrower margin than it did in 2010, and two newcomers (Johnson & Johnson and Sanofi) moved into the top three. Sanofi advanced because of improvements in access-to-medicine strategies, leadership in anticorruption and ethical marketing policies, sustained investment in research and development relevant to developing countries, and robust pricing systems. There is now a distinct top group of seven companies, which also includes Merck (United States), Gilead Sciences, Novo Nordisk, and Novartis.

The industry as a whole is also making gradual progress in addressing global access, with 17 of the 20 companies having improved their absolute scores since 2010, despite the application of tougher standards. But as some companies move up, standing still in absolute terms means falling behind in ranking, as demonstrated by Novartis (which dropped from 3rd in 2010 to 7th in 2012), AstraZeneca (from 7th to 16th), and Boehringer Ingelheim (from 12th to 17th). At the bottom of the league are three Japanese companies.

The 2012 report also shows that companies are becoming more organized in their approaches to global access. At the highest-ranked companies, active leadership on improving access is coming from the top, and more companies are setting meaningful targets. Many companies have increased their investment in relevant research, and some now devote as much as 20% of their research resources to addressing the needs of the poor, for which the direct economic return is, at best, doubtful. For instance, Sanofi is adapting its leishmaniasis drug, which currently requires health workers to administer repeated injections, to develop a product that patients can apply to their skin at home. Johnson & Johnson is working on a simple, portable, rapid screening test for tuberculosis that is meant to yield results within minutes. More companies are using tiered pricing schemes and applying them to a broader range of products and in more countries, although the overall effect on affordability is still unclear.

Yet several areas remain in need of substantial improvement: transparency about lobbying practices and clinical trial conduct, expansion of tiered pricing schemes to encompass larger price differentials for more products.
in more countries, adaptation of packaging to local needs, participation in patent pools, making drug donations more needs-based, and allowing regulators in developing countries to use clinical trial data for the accelerated approval of generic medicines.

In my opinion, this “wish list” for company behavior reflects the real potential of the Access to Medicine Index. In recent decades, pharmaceutical companies have seen their public images dramatically eroded. This process started in 1990s, when the South African Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association and 39 mostly international pharmaceutical companies took President Nelson Mandela’s government to court, claiming that its attempts to increase the availability of affordable medicines violated the constitution and the international Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property. Big Pharma’s public image was further damaged by aggressive patent policies that seriously hamper access to generic medicines for developing countries and by highly visible court convictions for aggressive marketing — for example, in the United States and China.

In the past few years, several of the more enlightened companies have actively sought guidance from global health experts on improving both their performance and their public image. The indicators used by the Access to Medicine Index are a clear reflection of what the international public health community expects from a responsible pharmaceutical industry; the biennial Access to Medicine Index offers a mechanism for companies to report and be independently assessed on their policies and achievements in this regard.

The competitive nature of the index not only speaks to the companies but also to shareholders and institutional investors. A possible long-term outcome is that some companies may develop a new business model whereby improving access to essential medicines for the poor in developing and emerging countries is no longer seen as ad hoc company philanthropy but rather as another sustainable way to do profitable business — by serving the long-term needs of 2 billion new customers. The best practices of the leading companies are the living proof of what can be achieved.
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